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2019 Summer Leagues 
Summary of Rules Changes 

 
 

 

• We are going back to using scorebooks (binders for sporting clays). All scores for trap, skeet, 5-
stand, and Tri-combo must be scored or copied into the books; no loose scoresheets or stapled 
scoresheets will be allowed.  

 

• We will continue to post scores each week on our website. 
 

• New for this year: we will post interim divisions (for information only) as “segments” of the 
season are completed so shooters can see where they stand against the competition: 

18-week leagues are divided into (3) 6-week segments. 

16-week leagues are divided into (2) 8-week segments. 

12-week leagues are divided into (2) 6-week segments. 

10-week leagues are divided into (2) 5-week segments. 
 
Only the divisions posted after the last segment of the season are final for use in the shoot-offs 
and to determine awards. 

 

• Shooters will still be able to shoot ahead and behind as far as desired. Except for Back-em-up 
Trap, shooters can shoot as many extra rounds as desired. Extra rounds will replace the lowest 
score posted. We will include extra sheets in the back of the scorebooks for any extra rounds 
that are shot. 

 

• In Back-em-up Trap, the rounds must be shot in order; all the 16-yard rounds first, followed by 
all the 19-yard rounds, followed by all the 22-yard rounds. This is so the posting of divisions in 
segments reflects, as much as possible, the same yardage scores shot by each team for that 
segment of the season. 

 

• For team leagues, we are going back to calculating the top 5 scores each week to use for 
determining the divisions rather than the top 5 shooters’ averages for the year; these top-5 
scores may change for any given week as shooters catch up and shoot extra rounds. 

 

• We are clarifying that, in the shoot-offs, the top 5, 50-round scores are used for each team or 
individual rather than the average of two 25-round scores. 

 

• We are clarifying that rounds shot during the practice period, in tournaments, or other events 
can count as league rounds, provided those rounds are copied into a scorebook (or sporting 
clays scoresheet and placed in the binder); are shot at our Club; and are shot within the dates 
of the season. 

 
 


